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When Anita Cellucci began asking stu-
dents to refl ect on their research in 

face-to-face conferences, asking them ques-
tions about their feelings, or anything that 
was a struggle, and how they were able to 
solve these challenges, an interesting thing 
happened—students became empowered 
in their own learning process. 
But this shift took time since students were used to compilation projects, not pro-

cess-based inquiry learning, and the teachers were used to tests and traditional 

measures of  content learning, not tuned into learning how students learn.

Students are not often asked to think about the process of  learning. Teachers 

expect and often assume that students are learning and that they are able to dem-

onstrate this learning through tests and traditional measures. This article shares 

the journey educators experienced as they worked with students to do refl ective 

conferencing related to inquiry learning, conferencing that evolved from face to 

face to various forms of  video conferencing. As these educators realized, video 

conferencing offers a way to gather insight into student learning that writing and 

tests do not provide. Through a video conference in an inquiry unit, the students 

recognized themselves as learners as they talked through their inquiry process.

the eVoLutIon beGInS: yeARS 1, 2, And 3

Year 1 began when, after a few successful collaborations, a teacher approached 

the high school librarian (Anita Cellucci) at Westborough High School in pursuit 

A Journey of  Evolution 
and Reflection
From Conferencing to Video Screencasts for 
Learning through Inquiry

“Guided inquiry design offered 

this team of educators a 

meaningful way to reflect on 

student learning.”

of  ideas about a particular assignment 

through which she wanted to net better 

outcomes. Cellucci began small, with 1 

teacher and 60 students working on a 

research project, but it was a big leap 

of  faith for the teacher. The assign-

ment was designed to include a face-

to-face interview (Kuhlthau, 2004). 

Students each met with the teacher li-

brarian once they had completed their 

research and prior to creating a prod-

uct for the presentation. 

Students were asked to write a re-

fl ection and complete a checklist of  

skills to self-assess their learning 

through inquiry research (see Ques-

tions Year 1). The initial meeting with 

the teacher librarian was designed as 

a conversation about the process and 

their research. The information from 

the conversation was used to deter-

mine if  students needed further guid-

ance or if  they needed to do more 

research (Kuhlthau, Maniotes, & Cas-

pari, 2015).

In year 1, there were many stu-

dents who grappled with pushing their 

learning further through the inquiry 

process. Students were used to tra-

ditional compilation research assign-
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ments that asked them to gather facts 

and regurgitate information, not re-

flect on process. 

In year 2, the project evolved to 

include a complete unit and was fur-

ther expanded once the team began 

to include guided inquiry design. The 

guided inquiry design process pro-

vided a clear framework within which 

to work and allowed the educators to 

address issues from the past that per-

sisted (Kuhlthau, Maniotes, & Caspari, 

2012). The face-to-face interviews 

were continued with students.

In year 3 it became necessary to 

brainstorm another approach to assess-

ing students’ inquiry learning. Through 

participation at the Guided Inquiry De-

sign Institute at the Rutgers Center for 

International Scholarship in School Li-

braries (CiSSL) in the summer of  2014, 

led by Leslie Maniotes, team members 

realized that video conferences were an 

option in place of  face-to-face inter-

views. The design shift of  assessment to 

video meant that additional technology 

support was necessary, so the technol-

ogy integration teacher was brought on 

to the collaborative team. The technol-

ogy teacher was able to work with the 

team to instruct students on the pro-

duction of  the reflection video. At this 

stage, the team identified the rationale 

and benefits of  the student-created vid-

eos (see Table 1). 

At the outset of  the project, the 

video submissions were evidence of  

substantial learning that had taken place 

through the guided inquiry design re-

search process. After viewing some of  

the videos, the team realized that stu-

dents were able to think critically about 

their research content and process. Stu-

dents were able to articulate their ex-

pertise through the research of  their in-

quiry topic while simultaneously using 

technology to demonstrate the use of  

resources and inquiry tools (Maniotes, 

2017). Students were also able to ex-

plain the reasons they had chosen their 

inquiry question and expand upon their 

research journey with the topic while 

articulating what they learned about the 

process (see Figure 1). 

However, there was a challenge that 

arose. The project had grown over the 

years from one class of  around 30 stu-

dents to include over 200 students. Pre-

viously, the school librarian had viewed 

and assessed all of  the videos (which ran 

from 5 to 7 minutes each), but due to 

the sheer numbers of  students involved 

and the time needed to assess the vid-

eos, the team agreed that the content 

teachers would share the responsibility. 

Cellucci committed to discussing the 

videos with the content area teachers, 

as necessary, to support the research 

component for all students. 

VIdeo ReFLectIon: the FInAL 
PRoduct

After viewing the videos themselves, 

the content teachers saw great value in 

this type of  reflection, and as a result 

queStIonS yeAR 1: 
PoSt-ReSeARch/
PRe-cReAte conFeRence 

Reflect on your own process of  

learning and on any new under-

standings gained from your re-

search. In your reflection, answer 

the following questions:

1. What steps have you taken so 
far in your research?

2. What key words have you 
found to be successful in your 
searching?

3. Is there anything that you 
have found frustrating?

4. Overall, have you been able 
to find information that will 
help you answer your inquiry 
question?

5. What new questions have 
come up while you have been 
researching? 

6. Overall, what feelings have 
you been experiencing during 
the research? 

7. Is there anything else that you 
would like to share about the 
process? 

table 1. Benefits of video conferences

Person Goal Rationale

Librarian Feedback on research To allow the school librarian to provide 
feedback to all students regarding their 
research

Teachers Evidence of learning To obtain data with evidence of the 
deep learning that happens within the 
guided inquiry design process. 

Students Differentiation To allow for students with diverse 
learning styles and levels an opportu-
nity to show a different skill set when 
discussing their research

Students Practice To provide students with a platform 
that helps them practice their presenta-
tion skills and provides an immediate 
self-assessment from reviewing the 
videos
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the approach to assessment continued 

to evolve. At this stage, the reflection 

video became the students’ final prod-

uct for the first inquiry unit of  high 

school. In the video, students reflected 

on their inquiry research and explained 

their process through the phases of  

guided inquiry, which demonstrated 

that they were becoming more aware 

of  their own learning process. The 

team also modified the task to include 

more questions that targeted content 

in order to accomplish the subject area 

objectives of  the course. Then, in the 

second guided inquiry unit of  the year, 

students would build upon this strong 

foundation and knowledge to further 

the inquiry learning process.

Each student has different levels of  

understanding in relationship to con-

tent, process, and skills. For this rea-

son, the team saw a need for structure 

within the video conferencing to help 

students reflect over time and remem-

ber what they were thinking, feeling, 

and doing throughout the process (see 

Table 2). 

The students needed to develop a 

comfort level with reflection, and the 

teachers needed to see value in this ap-

proach and become comfortable with a 

different type of  product and style of  

assessment within inquiry-based learn-

ing. Having the teachers share the task 

of  viewing the videos accomplished 

that shift. They were able to hear di-

rectly from the students about content 

and their learning process. This shift 

from the teacher librarian viewing all 

the video conferences to the involve-

ment of  the teachers was pivotal to 

raising their awareness and the evolu-

tion of  the project.

ScReencASt: A FInAL 
eVoLutIon

As the work of  the team has evolved, 

the video conference requirements and 

format have shifted for students. This 

year, students were to create a presen-

tation of  their information that dem-

onstrated their knowledge in the form 

of  a screencast (a video screen capture 

paired with audio). In this way, stu-

dents are gaining essential technology 

skills, information literacy skills, re-

searching and inquiry skills, and pre-

sentation skills in the video format. 

The presentation was either in Google 

Slides or Prezi. These two tools offered 

differentiation and choice to students. 

In order to meet required standards, 

this project allows for the essential data 

to be captured in a screencast. Stu-

dents were asked to create the screen-

Figure 1. Student reflections about the inquiry process
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cast with a small video of  themselves 

in the lower corner. In this way, the 

students were able to record a video 

of  themselves talking while they re-

ferred to the project content on the 

screen. The larger part of  the screen 

included a view of  the open tabs or 

the presentation. The students then 

clicked on different elements and de-

scribed their path throughout their 

screencast. Students were able to 

demonstrate their learning by show-

ing the inquiry tools used as well as 

the information found. As students 

created their screencasts, the presen-

tation became a tool to help them to 

articulate their thoughts. 

Guiding questions kept students on 

task (see Table 3) but were not meant 

to be read and answered on screen; 

rather the student was to talk as if  in 

conversation, as though the teacher 

was listening to their explanation of  

their inquiry. Students explained the 

answers to the questions, content un-

derstanding, and the process of  guided 

table 2. Guiding Refection: Organizing the Video

Date

Time 
spent 
# min

What did you do 
today for your 
project?
(Look at your 
Final Project 
Guide.)
Be specific.

Reflect on your 
work:
What was suc-
cessful?
What was chal-
lenging?
What will you do 
the same/differ-
ent tomorrow?

What is your plan 
for your next day 
of work?

Day 1
__/__

Day 2
__/__

Day 3
__/__

Day 4
__/__

Day 5
__/__

inquiry design as it related to their in-

dividual research. 

When determining how to conduct 

video conferencing, there are a num-

ber of  factors to be considered since 

there are many tools available for cre-

ating this type of  conferencing. In this 

locale, which is a Google EDU school 

that uses Chromebooks, Screencastify 

was used for the video conferences be-

cause it integrates well with Google. 

Many tools now exist, and the factors 

at play in the school locale should be 

considered, such as the available tech-

nology and the ways students will share 

work with teachers. 

SuMMARy

The final step of  using screencasting 

as a way to create student conferencing 

has been an authentic learning expe-

rience for all involved, both students 

and teachers. Students were given the 

opportunity to truly use their voice in 

expressing their learning and reflecting 

on what went well for them and how 

they solved any challenges that they 

encountered. For educators, it offered 

authentic evidence-based data on stu-

dent meaning-making. Using this as a 

formative and summative assessment 

offered opportunities for authentic as-

sessment, empowering student voice 

while measuring meaningful applica-

tion of  essential skills and knowledge 

gained through the guided inquiry de-

sign process. 

Guided inquiry design offered this 

team of  educators a meaningful way 

to reflect on student learning. Also, the 

evolution of  teaching strategies, as well 

as how the team practiced together, 

changed how collaboration occurred. 

Collaboration allows space to ask ques-

tions and to answer them together as 

a team. Collaborating with other edu-

cators creates a foundation for creativ-

ity and professional growth to emerge 

within the framework of  the guided 

inquiry process so professional skills 

and knowledge can continually evolve. 

The basis of  all of  this is a willingness 

to try new ideas and strategies and to 

change together. 
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table 3. Video Reflection Guide

Your final product must include answers to these questions about your 
inquiry process and the scientific information that answers your inquiry ques-
tion.

Introduction
What is your inquiry question?

body
Describe how you developed a specific topic within the inquiry question.
Which key words did you find to be most effective for your search?
Which part(s) of the LibGuide did you use? 
Identify at least one difficulty you encountered during your inquiry. 
How did you overcome the difficulty?
What specific isotopes relate to answering your question?
What scientific information answers your question?

conclusion
Identify any new question(s) about your topic, something that, if you had 
more time, you’d like to do more research on.
Describe how you felt about working on this inquiry project (a) when you first 
started, (b) as you were gathering information, and (c) as you worked on the 
final product.
What is the one piece of advice that you would give to a student doing this 
project next semester? 

Product Format 
You must have audio and visual components to your final product. 

The visual portion could be created using:
Prezi
Glogster
Piktochart 
Google Slides (Each slide is limited to supporting images and bulleted ideas 
that are briefly stated. You will elaborate on images and ideas in words.) 

Maniotes, L. K. (Ed.). (2017). Guided 

inquiry design in action: High school. 

Santa Barbara, CA: Libraries Unlim-

ited.
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(Robotics). Cavendish Square, 2017. 128p. 
LB $45.64. ISBN: 9781502619365. Grades 
7-12. This timely book answers many of 
the questions of beginning robot builders: 
“What is a robot?” to “Programming the 
Robot.” There are photographs of various 
steps in the building process. A detailed 
glossary, further information, and an index 
complete the title.  
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9780766081314. Grades 7-12. Perfect for 
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bibliography and chapter notes give 
valuable primary source information. There 
is a glossary, additional information, and 
index.
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Crest, 2017. 80p. LB $31.93. ISBN: 
9781422237144. Grades 7-12. Using a 
coding of Key Icons, the reader’s attention 
is drawn to those corresponding items in 
research, glossary words, and educational 
videos. Throughout the book there are 
QR Codes with links to “Third-Party 
Sites,” and the broad topic of health care 
is covered with objective points of view 
making this a strong tool for research 
projects.

Lusted, Marcia Amidon. I Am homeless. 
now what? (Teen Life 411). Rosen, 2017. 
112p. LB $44.33. ISBN: 9781508171874. 
Grades 7-12. Hopefully the homeless teen 
will have access to this as it answers 
practical questions such as “Where to 
go for help.” This on-going series covers 
a wide range of sensitive topics with 
real-world solutions. Helpful organization 
names are included in the back matter.
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